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We discuss the existence of finite size scaling in nuclear fragmentation.
Analyzing experimental data on high energy proton induced reactions on
targets of various sizes we show finite size scaling in the production of
intermediate mass fragments and we determine the empirical value of a
"fractal dimension" which may give information on the internal structure
of the fragments during the fragmentation process.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of particle fragmentation is a fast developing field of

statistical mechanics which concerns many physical systems of the microscopic

world, including polymers, gels, atomic clusters and atomic nuclei. A

particularly significant outcome of this research is the realization that in

many circumstances the fragment size distribution and related quantities are

scale invariant. This realization clears the way to a model independent

classification of the various fragmentation mechanisms in terms of the scaling

properties. Scaling with respect to the size of the fragmenting system is

particularly interesting in atomic nuclei, where the number of constituents

may vary over two orders of magnitude. In addition, experience with many

physical systems or theoretical models (see below) indicate that finite size

scaling remains valid even for very small systems containing only a few number

of constituents.

We show in this contribution that exists a "critical" regime of

fragmentation of atomic nuclei in which the size of the largest fragment that

is produced per event and the fragment size distribution of the smaller

fragments scale with the size of the fragmenting system in the expected way.

This work is part of a larger effort to find universal scaling relations in

the breakup of atomic riuclei.

2. SCALING AND FINITE SIZE SCALING

Many simple functions F(X,y) of two variables approach to the leading

order the simpler form

F(X,y) = x* f(y/xB) (1)



if both x and y approach zero. (If a variable goes to infinity, use the

reciprocal value of this variable). This mathematical propertie applies in

many domains of physics, particularly in phase transitions . For example, in

the Fisher droplet model the number of clusters of size A at temperature T is

given by

n(A,T) = A"T exp (-constCT-Tj A"*) (2)

where T and a- are two critical exponents and T is the critical temperature.

This formula applies for T-T =* O and A =*» , keeping constant the argument of
c 3

the exponential. A similar formula work in percolation theory at

concentration p

n(A.p) = A"T f((p-pc) A
0") (3)

where p and f are the lattice (or material) dependent critical concentration

and scaling function respectively and T and <r two other critical exponents. In

both examples, right at the critical point f(0)=const,

n(A) = A"T (4)

This behaviour is illustrated in figure 1 for the percolation model in a

lattice with 4x4x4 sites. Figures Ia and Id show the cluster size distribution

far below and above the critical point respectively. We remark that in both

situations the distribution of light fragments is a very fast

(exponential-like) decreasing function. In addition, above the critical point

exists a distribution of large clusters (centered in this example around A =

55) which is not accounted by eq. (3). Right at the critical point (fig. Ib)

the distribution is a power law (remark the change to a log-log plot).

Slightly above the critical point (Ic) one sees the rise of the large cluster

at AL~ 35. This behaviour is quite general. Analogous distributions appear in

thermal phase transitions and in kinetic processes of cluster formation .

How do the fragment size distribution n(A) and related quantities behave

near the critical point as a function of the size A of the fragmenting
34 T

system? One predicts ' a finite size scaling of the type (1),

n(A,AT) « AT~* F(A/AT
X) (5)

«here x is a new exponent and F a scaling function. The size A of the

largest fragment produced at the critical point scales as

A « A X (6)
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FIGURE 1. Fragment size distribution n(A,p ) in a percolation model with a
cubic lattice containing 43 sites, a) p « p ; b) p <* p ; c) p z p ; d) p»p .
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In the framework of a geometric picture of cluster production'

x is the ratio

x = D / d

3,4 the exponent

(7)

of the "fractal dimension" D of the clusters to the euclidean dimension d of

the physical space. Here the "fractal dimension" is defined through the

relation between the mass A and the radius R of the clusters,

A « R f (8)

which do not necessarily implies selfsimilarity. A "fractal" is an object with
3

D * d. In dimension d=3 percolation theory predicts D = 2.5 at the critical

point. Far below the critical point, where only very small fragments are

present D = 2. Far absv&, the largest fragment is obviously a compact object

with D =3. Different values of D are obtained in other fragment production
f 4 f

mechanisms . The fractal dimension can be used to sign the fragmentation

process. We will show that nuclear fragmentation verify the above scaling

relations and we will determine the corresponding fractal dimension.

3. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In the present analysis we use experimental data from proton-nucleus

reactions at high energies. The choice of protons as projectiles is

dictated by the fact in this case the cross section for the production of

isobars of mass A from a target of mass A can be factorized as

cr(A, AJ = «r (AJ n(A,Aj
T R T T

(9)

where «r (A ) is the total p-nucleus reaction cross section and n(A,A ) theR T T
average number of fragments of mass A produced per collision. These quantities

are bombarding energy dependent. However it is observed experimentally that



above an energy of the order of a few GeV (for light targets) or 10 to 20 Gev
C

(for heavy targets) o-(A,A ) reaches a limiting value . This energy dependence

and the shape of the cross sections can be understood qualitatively in terms

of fragment size distributions of the type of figure 1. At low bombarding

energies only reactions of type (d) are energetically allowed, producing

U-shaped <r(A,A ) distributions. Increasing the energy, reactions of type

(b)-(c) become dominant for central collisions, but still a large number of

peripheral ones lead to distributions of type (d), the ensemble producing the

observed asymmetric V-shaped distributions (see figure 2). Still increasing

the energy, processes of type (a), which produce only very light fragments

become dominant for central collisions, while peripheral ones remain in the

domains (b) and (d). We deduce from this picture that heavy fragments (HF) are

produced in events of type (d), intermediate mass fragments (IMF) come mostly

from (b)-(c) and very light fragments from (a). Almost all models of nuclear

fragmentation substantiate this physical picture.

The set of data points represented in figure 2. are from references B to

17. Some of them require a particular comment. Total isobaric cross sections

for p-Xe reactions have been deduced from data of réf. 9 using the observed

isotropy of the measured differential cross sections. For the p-Ag reactions

we use the compilation of data of réf. Il, but we do not include the points

for A < 20 because these cross sections have not been measured but rather
O/O

interpolated from kripton and xenon data assuming a A dependence (i.e.

that n(A,A ) is independent of A ). The cross sections of p-Cu are from refs.

7 and 12. For p-Al we use the isotopic data of the compilations of refs. 13

and 14, adding the cross sections of the most abundantly produced isobars. In

a few cases, when a cross section is missing, we made an estimate using

information on the neighbouring isotopes and exploiding the almost total

independence of the shape of isotope cross sections of light fragments on
15 18

target and energy ' . Data points (open circles) for p-C reactions are from

réf. 17. The mass yield has been transformed in an absolute cross section

using the sum rule

ZA A <r(A,AT) = <rR(AT) AT (10)

The reaction cross section o- is from réf. 19. In addition we also show a
R

few points (crosses) deduced from the data of refs. 13,14 and 16. The two

sets of data do not agree very well.

We observe that the isobaric cross sections show large fluctuations due to

experimental uncertainties and to nuclear structure effects that are beyond
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FIGURE 2. Mass yield distributions o-(A,A ). Data from references 6 to 17.

the scope of our analysis. In order to better test the validity of the scaling

hypothesis we made smooth fits of the data points (solid lines of figure 2).

Doing these fits we took into account the learnings of previous works9'18,

namely that masses A = 4,11 and 15 are over produced, A = 6,8,9 are under

produced, while A = 3,7,16 and 20-25 fall on the average curve. In addition,

when the entire mass yield curve can be fitted, we impose the sum rule (10) as

an extra constraint. The total reaction cross sections are taken from réf.19.



4. RESULTS
The test of the scaling hypothesis A « A D/d is the simplest and the most

L T
unambiguous because involving only pure mass numbers. We determine A by the

L

condition

d o-CA, AT)/dA|A_A = 0 (11)

in accordance with the previous discussion on the rise of the large cluster

from figures 2b. and 2c. We have checked the accuracy of this prescription for

the two targets (C and Au) where exclusive data is available, for which the

critical region and the corresponding largest fragment can be determined in an

independent way . The results are represented in figure 3. A chi-square fit

determines a slope x = 0.82 ± 0.05 with a chi-square deviation K =0.3. The

best fit forcing x = 1 gives K2 = 2.3 .

The scaling properties of n(A,A ) are somewhat more difficult to show

up because we need the extra assumptions that factorization (9) is correct

and that <r (A ) scales with some power of A . We will take the standard
R T 2/3 T

dependence <r (A ) « A_ . Than if we plot
R T I

f(z) = A *~2/3(r(A.AT) (12)

as a function of the scaling variable Z= A/A x we expect that for some value

of x the curves for various targets sizes will collapse in a single function

f(z). The results are shown in figure 4. Within the experimental uncertainties

we obtain scaling for z £ .7 when x = 0.75, a somewhat lower value than

before. Excluding the poor data fit of carbon, scaling is obtained in the

domain x = 0.70-0.85.

Following the same reasoning, for heavy fragments (which are mostly

produced in reactions of type d)) we expect x = 1. This is what is observed

using the data points of figure 2. This is also consistent with the findings

^of a recent

The above results on the empirical value of the fractal dimension are not

yet well understood. A temptative interpretation is the following: In a first

step a high energy proton develops an intranuclear cascade of secondary

particles living the target nucleus in a "fractal" state (in the sense of

relation (8)). This state consists of various "pre-fragments" that contain

many holes inside the volume. In a second step, these "pre-fragments"

deexcite, partly by particle emission, to become the detected normal "compact"

fragments. This secondary decay do not shift drastically the initial mass

distribution, i.e. the deexcitation changes deeply the structure of the
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FIGURE 3. The mass AL of the largest fragment produced per event as a function
of the mass of the target AT. The straight line is the best chi-square fit
with x = 0.82
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FIGURE 4. Finite size scaling plot according to eq. (12). C data (dotted
line); Al data (dashed line); Cu data (chain-dotted line); Ag data
(chain-dashed line); Xe1Au and U data (solid lines).



fragments but not the mass.

5. SUMMARY

Using inclusive data on proton induced reactions at high energies we have

studied the production of intermediate mass fragments as a function of the

size of the fragmenting target. We show that in this regime of fragmentation

the largest fragment produced per event and the mass distribution of

intermediate mass fragments exhibit a finite size scaling of the form expected

in many theories of critical phenomena. In addition we determine the empirical

value of an exponent that in the framework of a geometrical theory may be

interpreted as a fractal dimension of the fragments during the fragmentation

process. We believe that this geometrical interpretation cannot be ruled out a

priori. If this interpretation is correct, than we have a unique tool to

investigate the structure of this transient state of matter.
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